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We study in this paper the problem of the construction of subspaces of 
approximants of a Hilbert space V defined as the domain of linear operators. 
Usually, we introduce “a priori” subspaces of approximants and we study 
their properties. For instance, if the space V is a space of functions or of 
distributions, we choose spaces of approximants which are polynomials or 
piecewise-polynomials ( pline functions). 
Another way of attacking this problem is to construct subspaces of 
approximants which satisfy a given set of properties. 
Consider, e.g., the so-called problem of “optimal interpolation” (see [l] 
and its references). We have seen that if V is a Sobolev space H”(P), the 
solutions of this problem are piecewise-polynomials of degree 2m - 1 if 
n = 1, but are linear combinations of the translations of the elementary 
solution of (--d + X)% if iz > 1 (d denotes the Laplacian). 
Below, we shall study a more general problem which is better adapted 
to the needs of the theory of approximation of solutions of linear problems. 
The space V (of functions) we use is a Hilbert space, the domain of (one 
or) several operator Ai mapping V into a space Fi. 
The data of the problem are the following: 
We introduce “discrete analogues” of the above items: a space Vh 
(of sequences) and operators Ahi mapping V, into space Fhi. 
Moreover, we assume that there exist operators rhi which associate 
with f i E Fi a discrete element fhi = rhif i E Fhi. 
Finally, we supply V with a positive Hermitian bilinear form ((u, 0)) 
and its associated seminorm 11 u I/ = ((a, u))lla. 
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The question we ask is: 
Characterize the subspace of approximants u of V (if any) satisfying 
(i) rhiAiu = Ahiuh (for all i), 
(ii) 11 u11 < 11 u11 for every v such that rhiAiv = Ahiuh for all i, where uh 
ranges over V, . 
The problem of “optimal interpolation” is the particular case where 
Fi = V, Fhi = V,, rhi = rh (for every i) and where the operators Ai and 
Ahi are the identity mappings. 
We shall give several characterizations of the solutions of this problem 
and deduce several sufficient conditions for existence and uniqueness. In 
particular, we shall prove “commutation” formulas which are useful for 
proving convergence theorems. 
Among the examples we list below, we find subspaces of approximants 
we have already used for approximating solutions of differential problem 
by finite-differences schemes (cf. [2,4]). 
1. GENERAL SITUATION 
Let V and F be two Hilbert spaces and A a linear operator from V into F. 
Let us associate with a parameter h discrete spaces V, and Fh and a linear 
operator from V, into Fh . 
We introduce a linear operator rh O from F into Fh , and a continuous 
positive Hermitian bilinear form ((u, 0)). We denote by 11 u /j = ((u, u))liz the 
associated seminorm. 
Remark 1.1. This situation contains the case where V (resp. V,) is the 
domain of several operators Ai (resp. Ahi) mapping V (resp. V,) into Fi 
(resp. Fhi). We then take F = n Fi, Fh = n Fhi, A = XAi and A, = XAhi. 
(We denote by XAi the operator defined by XAi(u) = (A$u)~ E ~ Fi.) 1 
Let us denote by V’ the dual of V, by (f, V) the duality pairing on V’ x V 
and by J the continuous linear operator from V into V’ defined by 
(Ju, 4 = Ku, 4) for all U, v E V. (l-1) 
Our problem is: Characterize the subset phuh of V defined by u EP&U~ if 
and only if 
(0 
(ii) 
rhoAu = Ahuh , 
11 u I/ < jl u II for every u such that rhoA = Ahuh . 
V-2) 
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We shall deduce our results from the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let us assume that the range of rhoA is closed. 
An element u of V belongs to phuh [f and only if there exists an fh E Fh’ such 
that 
6) 
(ii) 
Ju = A’rrfh , 
rhoAu = Ahuh . 
(l-3) 
Proof. If u is a solution of the system (l-3), u satisfies (1-2)(i). On the 
other hand, if rhoAv = 0, we obtain 
II u II2 = (Ju, u) = (A’rz’J;c , u) = <f, , r,OA(u + 0)) 
= (Ju, u + 4 < I/ u II II u + u Ii. 
(l-4) 
Since any solution of Eq. (1-2)(i) is equal to u + v where rhoAv = 0, 
we have obtained Eq. (I-2)(ii). 
Conversely, let us assume that u EP,+* . Then if v E ker(r,OA), we deduce 
from Eqs. (l-2) that 
A-l(lI u II2 - II u + h II”> < 0 for any v E ker(r,OA). (l-5) 
Letting h converge to 0, we deduce that 
((u, v)) = (AL, v) = 0 for every v E ker(r,OA). (l-6) 
In other words, Ju belongs to the annihilator of ker(r,OA) which is equal 
to the range of its transpose A’rr, since the range of rhoA (and thus, the range 
of A’ri’) is closed. 
Therefore, there exists a solutionf, of Eq. (1-3)(i). 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let N be the sbuspace {u E V : 11 u11 = O}. If 
N n ker(r,OA) = 0, 
there exists at most one solution of Eq. (l-2). 
Proof. If u and v belong to phuh , then u - v belongs to ker(r,OA) and 
J(u - v) belongs to the annihilator of ker(r,OA). Therefore 
11 u - v II2 = (J(u - v), u - v) = 0 and u - v E N n ker(r,OA) = 0. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let us assume that the range G(A,) of Ah is contained in 
the closed range G(r,OA) of rhoA. Assume, also, that N n ker(r,OA) = 0 and 
that ker(r,OA) is complete for the norm 1) u /I. 
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Then phuh contains a unique element u and ph is a linear operator from Vh 
into V such that 
(0 ~h”AP~~~ = Ai&, 
(ii) I/ p,$h j/ < I/ V // for Wel-y U such that rhoAU = AhUh. (l-7) 
Proof. The first assumption implies that there exists at least one solution 
of the Eq. (1-2)(i). Let w be such a solution. On the other hand since 
Ker(r,OA) is complete, there exists a unique orthogonal projection v of w 
onto ker(r,OA). Then: 
((w - v, z)) = (J(w - v), z) = 0 for every z E ker(r,OA). (l-8) 
Therefore u = w - a satisfies Eq. (1-2)(i) and JU = J(w - v) belongs to the 
range of A’ri’ (equal to the annihilator of ker(r,‘A)). Then u belongs to 
PhUh by Theorem 1.1 and is unique by Corollary 1.1. 
Finally, we obtain the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let us assume that // u /I is a norm (i.e., N = 0) and that 
rhoA maps V onto the Hilbert space Fh . Then the operator ph satisfying 
Eqs. (l-7) is equal to: 
ph = J-lA’rr(r,OAJ-lA’r,‘)-l A, U-9) 
Proof. The only point to verify is that rhoAJ-lA’ri is an isomorphism 
from Fh’ onto F,, . (Then, it is clear that u = p&h is a solution of Eq. (l-3)). 
But J-l is the canonical isometry from v’ onto V and it satisfies ((f, g))“, = 
(J-x g) (where ((f, g)y, denotes the scalar product in the Hilbert space V 
and where II f jly, = ((,f, f))v? is the dual norm to II u II). 
Then, if we supply Fh’ with the norm 11 fh IIF; = Ij A’rrfh IIy, , we see that 
rhoAJ-lA’ri’ is the canonical isometry from Fh’ onto Fh . Thus it is invertible. 
Remark 1.2. The above results can be extended to the case where /j u j/ is 
no longer defined by a nonnegative Hermitian form. It is enough to assume 
that Ij u iI2 is Gateaux-differentiable and to replace J (defined by Eq. (l-l)) 
by the differential defined by: 
(Ju, v) = lj$ h-l(jl u II2 - I/ u - Xv II”). (l-10) 
Then Theorem l-l holds. Corollary 1.3 holds if we assume that V and v’ are 
uniformly convex for the norm II u //. 
Remark 1.3. Theorem 1.1 implies that the subspace of approximants 
Ph = u UhEFnph~h is contained in the subspace ph defined by 
Jph = ArrrFh’. (1-11) 
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2. A COMMUTATION FORMULA (I) 
We consider here the particular case where the seminorm 11 u11 is 1 Au 1 
(where /f / denotes the norm in the Hilbert space F). Let us denote by K 
the canonical isometry from F onto F’ and by pho the operator from Fh into F 
defined by 
p,Ou,, = K-lr~(r,oK-lr~‘)-l uh , where rho maps F onto Fh . (2-l) 
By Corollary 1.3, phouh is the unique solution of the problem of optimal 
interpolation in F: 
rhophouh = uh and I phouh I < I v I for every v such that rhov = uh . 
P-2) 
Moreover, phorho is the orthogonal projector whose kernel is Ker(r,O). 
We shall express in this section the subset PhUh in terms of the operator pho. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let us assume that the range of rhoA is closed. Let 
I/ u II = I Au I (where )/ is the norm in the Hilbert space F) and letph’be dejined 
by (2.1). Then the subset phuh satisfies 
APhUh = Ph’AhUh + (1 - Ph’rh’) G(A)@, (2-3) 
where G(A)@ is the (Hilbert space) orthogonal complement of the range G(A) 
of A. 
Proof. In this case, the operator J is equal to A’KA. By Theorem 1.1, 
u belongs to p&h if and Only if A’KAu = A’ri’fh. In other words, we can 
write this equation in the following form: 
Au = K-lri’fh + K-lz where z E ker(A’). (2-4) 
Applying now rho to both sides of this relation and using Eqs. (1-2)(i) and 
(2-l), we deduce that 
Au = phoA,u -I- (1 - ph’rh”)z where z belongs to ker(A’). (2-5) 
Conversely, if u is a solution of Eq. (2-9, we find that rhoAu = Ahuh and 
that A’KAu = Ju belongs to the range of A’rz’ . Therefore, u belongs to 
PhUh. It remains to prove that K-lz belongs to G(A)@. But ker(A’) is the 
annihilator of the range G(A) of A, and the canonical isometry K is an 
isomorphism from the (Hilbert space) orthogonal complement G(A)@ of 
G(A) onto its annihilator G(A)l in F’. 
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COROLLARY 2.1. Let us assume that the range of r,OA is closed and that 
G(A)@ C Pho, (where G(A) and Pho are the ranges of A andp,O, respectively.) 
P-6) 
Then 
Furthermore, if 
A~huh = ph”Ahuh . (2-7) 
ker A = 0 and phOG(Ah) C G(A) Q-8) 
(where G(A,) is the range of Ah), then there exists a unique solution u belonging 
to phuh and the operator ph satisfies the commutation formula (2-7). 
(The proof is obvious.) 
In particular, G(A)@ = 0 if the range of A is dense in F. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let us assume that the range of rhoA is closed and that 
(9 ker(A) = 0, 
(ii) Ph’G(Ah) C G(A) and rhoG(A) C G(A,). (2-9) 
Then there exists a linear operator rh from V onto Vh such that 
(i) p& is the orthogonal projector (in V) onto Ph = phVh , 
(ii) AphrhU = phorhoh. (2-10) 
Proof. The best approximant PhrhU E Ph of u (in V) satisfies 
(Au - APhrhu, AphU& = 0, for every uh o vh . 
Using the commutation formula (2-7), we deduce that 
(2-l 1) 
A,‘p,O’K(Au - phorhu) = 0. (2-12) 
We can write this equality in the form 
(po,‘Kp,O) A,r,u = po,‘KAu + zh , where zh belongs to ker (A,‘). 
(2-13) 
By Eq. (2-l), we notice that we can write rho = (p~&h”)-lphoK. Thus, 
we have obtained the relation 
A,r,u - rhoAu = (pTKpho)-l z,‘ , where zh E ker(A,‘). (2-14) 
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Since r,OG(A) C G(A,), Ahrhu - rhoAu belongs to the range G(A,) of Ah . 
On the other hand, ptKpho is the canonical isometry from Fh onto Fh’ (when 
either Ffi is supplied with the norm 1 phofh 1 or Fh’ is supplied with the norm 
1 rrfj IF,). Therefore, when zh ranges over ker(A,‘) = G(AJ’-, (prKpho)-lzh 
ranges over the (Hilbert space) orthogonal complement G(A,)@ of G(A,) 
inF,. 
So, rhoAu = Ahrhu since 
Ahrhu - rhoAu E G(A,) n (Ah)@ = 0. (2-15) 
Therefore, Ap,r,u = phoAhrhu = phorhoAu. 
Remark 2.2. The following result has important consequences: If 
f - phOrhof converges to 0 in F as h -+ 0, then u -pPhrhu converges to 0 in 
V (supplied with the seminorm /j u /I = 1 Au I). 
We notice also that the convergence properties do not depend on the 
choice of a particular operator A, (satisfying (2-9)(ii)). In particular, the 
error functions of ph do not depend on the choice of Ah ; if U is a subspace 
of V supplied with a stronger topology, the error function eJ(p,) is defined 
by 
(2-16) 
Let us suppose now that V is contained in F with a stronger topology and 
that both A and Ah are isomorphisms. We thus can define the error function 
eVF(Ph): 
eV”(ph> = ;;f: 3; I u - Ph”h i/b u lb (2-17) 
h 
and, if vh is a finite-dimensional space, the stability function @(ph): 
We have characterized these functions as eigenvalues of operators (cf. 
Ref. [3]). We deduce from Theorem 3.3 of Ref. [3] and from the formula 
ph = x‘-$,‘Ah the following corollary 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let us assume that V is contained in F with a stronger 
topology and that the operators A and Ah are isomorphisms. 
Then the error function e/(p,) and the stability function svF(ph) depend 
only on rho and A and are independent of the choice of the operator Ah . 
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Proof. Since s/(&~ = supvII 11 phvh II”,// PhVh I2 is achieved at a point u,, 
of the unit-ball of V, supplied with the norm j p,&& 1, the functional 
1 phoA,vh l/l / phuh / is differentiable at !.& and its derivative vanishes (cf. 
Ref. [3, Section 31). We thus deduce that 
A,‘p;KphoA,u, = s/(p,)” (p,‘Kp,) uh = s/(p,,)” (A,‘pO,‘A’-lKA-lp,Ofb uh . 
Since Ah is an isomorphism, this amounts to saying that s/(P*)~ is the 
largest eigenvalue of the operator (p~A’-lKA-lpho)-l(p~Kpho) and does not 
depend on Ah . 
On the other hand, the error function evF(ph) is equal to 
where phsh is the orthogonal projector from F OntO Ph = phVh . It Satisfies 
p,& = ph(p;Kph)-lph’Ku. Since ph = A-‘phoAh , We See that phsh equals 
A-lpho(p~A’-lKA-lpno)-lp~A’-lK and does not depend on Ah . 
3. EXAMPLES 
3.1. Construction of approximants of Sobolev spaces H”(R). 
We consider the situation where F = L2(R) and V is the Sobolev space 
H”(R) of functions u E L2(R) such that the (weak) derivative D”u E L2(R). 
We choose for A the operator D”. This operator is one-to-one and its 
range G(D”) is dense in F. 
The discrete analogues we shall choose are the spaces V, = F,, = 12(2) 
of square sommable sequences uh = (uhj)joz defined on the ring 2 of integers, 
and the operator Ah = Vh” of finite differences: 
(Ahuh)j = (VhmuJj = 2 (-1)” (; ) u;-lc. (3-l) 
R=O 
We introduce the operator rho defined by 
s (i+l)h (rhou)i = h-l u(x) dx. (3-2) 
The assumptions of Corollary 2.2 are satisfied: the operator phm satisfying 
(i) rhoDmphmuh = Vhmuh , 
(ii) ] Dmp,%l, I < 1 Dmv I for every v such that rhODmv = Vhlnuh , 
(3-2) 
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is the operator satisfying the following commutation formula: 
Dmphmuh = phoVhmuh , (3-3) 
where pho is defined by Eq. (2-l). A simple computation shows that 
phOuh = C uhjeih where ejh(x) is the characteristic function 
of the interval (jr, (j + 1)h). (3-4) 
But the solution of Eq. (3-3) is well known (cf. [4, 5, 7, 8, 91). 
Since phm is an operator of the form phmuh = C uh%&Jx) and since 
ph’bh = xi (& a,jO,,) uhj (where a,j = h-“(-l)“-j(,“_J), we have to solve 
the differential equation 
D%;,(x)) = ; akjekh(x) = Vhmej&). (3-5) 
The solution of Eq. (3-5) is Z&,(X) = r,((x/h) -j) where n,(x) is the 
(m + I)-th fold convolution of the characteristic function of the interval (0,l). 
The support of this function is contained in the interval (0, m + 1) and its 
restriction to each interval (k, k + 1) is a polynomial of degree m. 
Therefore, here again, “spline-functions” (i.e., piecewise-polynomial 
functions) are the optimal solutions of a problem of approximation in the 
Sobolev spaces F(R). 
Remark 3.1. It is possible to replace V,” by any other operator Ah . 
In this case, the operator ph satisfying Eqs. (3-2) or (3-4) maps also a sequence 
into the space of piecewise-polynomials. By Corollary 2.2, the convergence 
properties are the same. But the support of the function $&x) will be no 
longer compact. 
The fact that ~Jx) has a compact support plays an important role. (When 
these approximations are used in differential problems, the size of the 
support of rAh(x) is related to the number of nonzero diagonals of the 
approximated matrix). 
Remark 3.2. We obtain analogous results by replacing the regular 
intervals (jr, (j + 1)h) by irregular intervals and the operator VhM by the 
divided-difference operator (cf. [7-g].) 
Remark 3.3. It is possible to replace D” by any other nondegenerate 
differential operator of order m which is one-to-one and which has a dense 
range. Among the operators Ah, we would have to choose the one which 
minimizes the size of the support of the functions nhj(x) such that phuh = 
C uh%rhj(x). (If we choose Ah = 1, we have to solve a problem of optimal 
interpolation; it is already known that, in this case, the functions rrhj do not 
have a compact support for m > 1) cf. e.g., [l, 81). 
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3.2. Construction of approximants in the domain of a degenerate operator. 
We shall give an example where A is a degenerate differential operator: 
We choose 
F = L2(-1, +l), 
V = {u E L2(-1, +1) such that (1 - x2) Du E L2(-1, +l)} 
and we take A defined by Au = (1 - x2) Du. 
The discrete analogs will be 
V, = Fh = 12(2), Ah = V,, . 
We define rho by 
(rhou>j = (tanh((j + l)h) - tanh(jh))-l j:~:~~““’ u(x) dx. 
(3-6) 
(3-7) 
(343) 
The assumptions of Corollary 2.2 are satisfied: the operator ph which 
satisfies 
(i) rho(l - x2) Dphuh = Vhuh , 
(ii) I( 1 - x2) Dphuh 1 < I(1 - x2) Dv / 
(3-g) 
for every v such that rhoDv = Vhuh ,
is the one satisfying 
(1 - x2) Dphuh = phoV,uh 
where pa0 (defined by Eq. (2-l)) satisfies 
(3-9) 
phouh = 2 h%h(4 (3-10) 
where Bjh is the characteristic function of the interval (tanh(jh), tanh((j+ 1)h)). 
If we write phuh in the form C u~GT&), the function z-~, is the solution of the 
differential equation 
Thus, 
(1 - x2> Dr&) = h-V&) - 4j+l)hw). (3-11) 
rjh(x) = h-l(arctanh(x -.j)) e,, - h-l(arctanh(x -j - 2)) O(j+l)h. (3-16) 
Therefore, the space Ph of linear combinations of the functions nTTjh is a 
space of approximants of the domain (1 - x2)D which are optimal in the 
sense of Eq. (3-8). 
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If we use these approximants to approximate differential equations of the 
form -( 1 - x2) D@(x) Du) + 2x&x) Du = f where a(x) and b(x) 3 c > 0, 
we shall obtain finite-differences chemes whose matrices have 3 nonzero 
diagonals (cf., e.g., [4-51, for the construction of these schemes). 
This method can be applied to many other situations. 
3.3. Construction of approximants in spaces of functions of several variables. 
We take F = L2(Rn). Let I/ be the space of the functions u of L2(R”) 
such that D% = Dp ... D$w belongs to L2(R*). We consider the following 
operator: 
Au = Dqu = 0;’ . . . DQ,“u. (3-17) 
The discrete analogs will be V, = Fh = Z2(2”) and the operator Ah 
defined by 
Ahuh = “;; .** \7Fuh = Vhquh . 
n 
We define rho by (rhou>j = (h, ... h,)-l smj, u(x) dx where 
mjh = n (.b$b ? (jk + l> b)- 
Therefore the approximants p&h which satisfy 
(9 rh”DQphUh = v qLl h h, 
(ii) j Dqpp,Uh j < 1 D% / for every v such that rhoD% = Vh’v, 
(3-19) 
are the approximants defined by PhUh = c uh%rq(x/h -j) with ?T~(x) = 
~Qlhl) ... n,&x,) (where nq(t) is the (q + I)-th fold convolution of the 
characteristic function of the interval (0, 1)). These approximants are studied 
and used, for instance, in Refs. [4, 51. 
Let us consider the case where 
A = DQ(D, + ... + 03, Ah = V,Q?, ; 
($huh)' = h-yu,j _ ,~-l.....i"-l)~ 
(3-20) 
The spaces V, F, V, , Fh and the operator r ho are the same. Then the approx- 
imants PhUh which satisfy 
(9 rhoDq(Dl + *” + D,) p,&, = V,q^V,uh, 
(ii) / Dq(D1 + ... + 0,) PhUh j < j DQ(D1 + ..’ + D,)u 1 
(3-21) 
for every v such that D~(D~ + ... + D,)v = vhq?,&, 
6401411-3 
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are the approximants defined by phuh = C uhip,j((x/h) -j) where 
p,j(x) = [‘n-,(x - t) dt. 
JO 
(3-22) 
(These approximants were introduced in Ref. [6].) 
In these two cases, the optimal approximants are piecewise-polynomials 
of multi-degrees 4 and 4 + 1, respectively. 
Finally, let us consider the case where 
v = EyRn), F = L2(R”) and A = (-A/4n2 + 1)“. (3-23) 
We introduce the following analogs: 
V, = F,, = 12(2”); Ah = (a$) is an infinite matrix. (3-24) 
We consider rho defined by (rhou)i = (h, ... h&l j?,, u(x) dx; then the 
operator pho defined by Eq. (2-l) satisfies phouh = C uh30jh , where 0,, is the 
characteristic function of mjh . 
Then COrOllary 2.2 implies that the apprOXimantS PhUh SatiSfying 
6) 
(ii) 
rlLoAzwh = AhUh 
1 Aphuh / < 1 Au 1 for every u such that rhoAu = Ahuh 
(3-25) 
satisfy also 
(3-26) 
where njjh = & u~~A-~~&x). 
Let p,Jx) = (2+/m!) Pf(i x lm-(n/2)1E;n-(n,2~(2n 1 x I) (where K is a Bessel 
function, cf. [lo, p. 471) be the fundamental solution of A. Then the approxi- 
mants 7~~~ are 
rjh(x) = c %ki&n * e7ch)(x) 
?c 
(3-27) 
where * denotes convolution. 
4. COMMUTATION FORMULA (II) 
In this section, we assume that both A E L( V, F) and rho E L(F, FJ,) are 
onto. We supply V with the norm II u II defined by the scalar product 
((u, 4) = vu, 4 (4-l) 
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where J is the canonical isometry from V onto v’. Then K = (AJ-lA’)-l is 
the canonical isometry from F onto F’ when P’ is supplied with the norm 
II A’fll~~ . 
Therefore, since rho maps F onto F,, , we can associate with it the operator 
pho defined by 
which satisfies 
(4-2) 
6) rhophouh = uh for every uh E Fh , 
(ii) IiPh’Uh IjF d 11 u llF for every v such that rh”v = uh . 
(4-3) 
By Corollary 1.3, the solution p&, of the problem 
(9 rh’APh% = Ahuh > 
(ii) II p#h /I < Ij Y // for every v such that r,OAv = Ahuh , 
(4-4) 
is given by ph = J-lA’KphoAh . We shall give another interpretation of this 
formula. Let us introduce the operator L defined by: 
w, v> = Ku, 4) for every u E V, and every v E 2 = ker A. (4-5) 
The operator L maps Vinto the dual 2’ of Z. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let us assume that A and rho are surjective and that ((u, v)) 
is a nondegenerate scalar product of the Hilbert space V. Then the solution 
phuh of (4-4) is the solution of 
(9 LPhUh = O, 
(ii) &huh = Ph’Ahuh , 
(4-h) 
where the operators ph” and L are defined by Eqs. (4-2) and (4-5). 
Proof. Since Jphuh = A’Kp,Ouh , we deduce that 
(JPhui, 2 v) = cLphUh 3 V> = (KPh’Ahuh , Au) = 0 for every v E Z = ker A. 
(4-7) 
So Lphuh = 0. On the other hand, 
Aphuh = (AJ-IA’) KphoAhUh = K-lk-P,oAhUh = ph”A,Uh . (4-8) 
Therefore, p,& is the solution of the problem (4-6). Conversely, let us assume 
that p&h Satisfies the problem (4.6). Since L&&h = 0, Jphuh belongs t0 the 
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annihilator ZL of Z (in V’). Since Z is the kernel of A and since A is onto, 
A’ is an isomorphism from F’ onto Z’-. Thus, there exists a unique element 
Bphu,, of ZL such that 
Jphuh = A’Bp,u, . (4-9) 
But KAJ-l is a left inverse of A’ since KAJ-lA’ = KK-l = 1. Applying this 
operator to both members of Eq. (4-9), we deduce that 
Bphuh = KAphuh = Kp,“Ahuh . (4-10) 
Thus, Jphuh = A’Bp,u, = A’Kp,OAhuh . By Corollary 1.3, this implies 
that p&, is the solution of the problem (4-4). 
Remark 4.1. Since Z’ = V’/Zl, Equation (4-6)(i) amounts to saying that 
LP,$.& E zi. (4-11) 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let us assume the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1. Let rh be 
the operator from V onto Vh such that phrh is the orthogonal projector from V 
OntO P, = phVh . Then, if Ah is Onto, the following commutation formula holds: 
&hU = rho&& . 
Therefore, the projectors phrh and p,&‘rh’ are related by 
(4-12) 
(9 
(ii) 
(4-13) 
Proof. Since (Ju - JphrhU, p&L) = 0 for any uh E vh , we deduce that 
ph’Ju = ph’Jphrhu. Since Jph = A’Kp,‘Ah , this equation can be written in 
the form 
A,‘(pO,‘KAu - pFKp,OA,r,u). (4-14) 
This implies that 
A,r,u = (po,‘Kp,“)-lpTKAu, (4-15) 
since we have assumed that Ah is onto. Now, it is easy to check that we can 
write rho = (pTKphO)-lprK. Thus, Eq. (4-12) holds. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Assume that V = D(A) is the domain of a closed 
unbounded operator A of a Hilbert space F (identified with its dual). We 
assume, moreover, that 
A maps V = D(A) onto F; (4-16) 
D(A) is supplied with the graph norm I/ u /I2 = (I Au I$ + / u l%)lj2. 
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Let 2 be the kernel of A. Then the operator L is defined by 
(Lu, v) = ((u, II)) = (Au, Au) + (u, v) = (u, 27) for every v E 2. (4-l 7) 
We thus deduce the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let V be the domain of a closed unbounded operator A 
of a Hilbert space F. Let us assume the conditions (4-16). Then the solution 
phuh of the problem (4-4) is the unique solution of 
(0 
(ii) 
PhUh E zL (where Z = ker A), 
APhUh = ?‘h”AhUh . 
(4-18) 
Proof. By Eq. (4-6)(i), Lph&, = 0. By Eq. (4-l7), this amounts to 
(LPI&l 7 v> = @huh, 0) = 0 for every D 6 Z. (4-19) 
This implies (4-l 8)(i) 
Let us consider a more general situation. We assume that there exist two 
continuous operators A and 6 such that: 
(0 A maps V onto a Hilbert space F, 
(ii) 6 maps V onto a Hilbert space T, (4-20) 
(iii) V is the direct sum of V, = ker S and Z = ker A. 
We supply the space V with the scalar product 
Ku, 4) = (Au, 4 + (au, au), (4-21) 
where ( , ) and ( , > are the scalar products of F and T, respectively. Then 
V is a Hilbert space for this new scalar product. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let us assume conditions (4-20) and Eq. (4-21). If rho 
maps F onto Fh , the solution phuh of the problem (4-4) is the solution of 
(0 
(ii) 
~piku* = 0, 
APi& = Ph’A,uh . 
(4-22) 
Proof. In this case, the operator L is defined by 
(Lu, v) = (6u, Sv) = (6’6u, v) for any v E Z. (4-23) 
SO the eqUatiOn L&p,, = 0 is eqUiValent to 6’6p$& E z’. 
On the other hand, 6’ is an isomorphism from T’ onto Vol. Therefore, 
6’6p,u, E z’- n Vo’ = 0 (since V is the direct sum of V, and Z). This implies 
that Sphuh = 0. 
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